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THE NEWSLETTER OF STARS (SOUTH TOWNS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY) FEBRUARY 2019 VOL 52 Issue 6 

telstar 
FEBRUARY MEETING (THURSDAY, 2/7/2019) 

The 2019 meeting will take place at 7 PM on February 7th at the Hamburg Memorial Youth Cen-

ter, 200 Prospect Street, Hamburg.   

POSITION AVAILABLE 

TELSTARTELSTARTELSTAR EDITOR 

ANTENNA AVAILABLE 

The Hy-Gain TH-6 antenna, formerly above 

the STARS Clubhouse is available for $125.   

It’s a big antenna, 24 feet square.  It will 

need a few nuts & bolts.  Otherwise, it is 

complete, with a great performance history.   

Contact Treasurer John Leitten for details.  

johnham334@aol.com or 648-0341.   

CABINETS AVAILABLE 

The radio equipment cabinets from the Cold-

en repeater site are now available.  They can 

be seen at the STARS clubhouse.   

Best offer and they are yours.   

Contact Treasurer John Leitten for details.  

johnham334@aol.com or 648-0341.   

RENEWALS DUE BY 12/31 

Renewal form  on page 113.   

KC2AIF CELEBRATES 29 YEARS IN SCHOOL CLUB 

ROUNDUP 

By Joe Claus, KB2JDB Page 2 

WB2ELW COLDEN REPEATER LIVES AGAIN! 

By Ken Pokigo, KC2AYK Page 3 

mailto:johnham334@aol.com
mailto:johnham334@aol.com
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KC2AIF CELEBRATES 29 YRS IN SCHOOL CLUB ROUNDUP 

Pioneer HS ARC will operate SSB on 20m, 40m, and (maybe) 80m. 

Phone:  14.250-14.280,   7.225-7.255,   3.850-3.880 MHz 

Objective:  To exchange QSO information with club stations that are part of an elementary, 

middle, high school or college.  Non-school clubs and individuals are encouraged 

to participate.  While this IS a contest, personal QSO’s are encouraged.  The 

kids especially like seeing the contacts’ photos on QRZ.  

Please check out KC2AIF on QRZ, even if you are not able to get on the air. 

Dates:   February 11-15, 2019 

Times:   This 5-day event runs Monday through Friday from 8-4. Times are approximate.  

A station may operate no more than 6 hours in a 24-hour period, and a maximum 

of 24 hours of the 107 hour event.  Note that students follow schedules and rules 

require us to take breaks.   

Exchange:   Your call sign, RS (T), class (“Individual”, “Club” or “School”), State.   

Example:   KB2JDB, 5-9, Individual, NY. 

Our plan is to establish a presence on the best band and student operators will call “CQ School 

Roundup”.  We don’t use spotting, but if you really are not able to hear us – we will be very 

close for HF – you can text Joe KB2JDB at 716-481-8947 or Don KC2EZM at 716-783-1731 

for an idea where we are working. 

In the many years KC2AIF has operated SCR, we have had very few STARS and PROS con-

tacts.  We know some of you don’t have an HF station at work. Try and contact Pioneer kids!  

We have had a ham radio station continuously for 29 years in the HS! 
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WB2ELW COLDEN REPEATER LIVES AGAIN! 

By: Ken Pokigo, KC2AYK 

The time has finally come.  The WB2ELW Colden re-

peater system is being re-commissioned.  It has been 

over a full year that the system was taken off line.  

The STARS Club made a decision it was time to re-

move the old system from operation and come up with 

a new solution at the Colden location.  The old repeat-

er has been retired and over the last year we have 

been contemplating what we would do with the Colden 

location.  Over the last several years STARS has 

brought a full VHF and UHF repeater system on-line 

at the Hamburg club station location.  It has proved to 

serve us very well in the South Towns locations and 

has brought repeater coverage to areas that we have 

never had before.  When we only had the Colden re-

peater, there were always dark areas where we had 

coverage gaps around the South Towns.  In particular, 

some areas very important to a club considered a 

“South Towns” organization.  The installation of the 

Hamburg system has over time proved to be great 

problem solver and has provided a great footprint of 

coverage.   

The usage of the Hamburg repeater has been primari-

ly with VHF.  The UHF functionality has been really 

only a second thought.  For a period of time we had 

VHF systems at the Hamburg and Colden site.  This 

was really not the greatest arrangement and created 

competing coverage zones for remote users.  These 

areas are always problematic.  We always had a hesi-

tation to take the Colden repeater off line and were in 

a constant decision making process as to what we 

should do with the Colden and Hamburg locations.  We 

didn’t want to lose the good location out in Colden and 

we really like the new extended coverage and func-

tionality that the newer Hamburg site has brought to 

the table.  A committee was formed to start discus-

sions on this matter and come up with a good game 

plan for the STARS club repeater systems.  We have 

been a club that has had the benefit of accumulating a 

decent amount of new equipment over the last several 

years and it is always a great thing to have these 

kinds of problems on hand such as; “how do we utilize 

all this great equipment?” 

I started working with a few of our members and 

some other ham radio colleagues to try to come up 

with a good plan for us.  The club had to decide how 

much money we wanted to spend on this project as 

well.  We were better able to decide on this, after we 

brought the old Colden repeater equipment back to 

Hamburg for analysis.  We spent a bunch of time re-

viewing the old system and determining what was real-

ly worth salvaging and what was not.  The system had 

been in place for many years and had been nursed 

along for quite some time.  Some of the equipment is 

very old and obsolete and difficult to repair.  The sys-

tem design was not well documented and we had to 

break things down one by one.  We did a lot of testing 

to determine what was worth keeping.  The feedline 

and antennas already located at the site were still in 

good working order.  We performed several feedline 

and antenna sweeps to characterize the installation.  

After a period of time collecting data, we discussed 

our findings with the board and made a recommenda-

tion.  The good news was that some of the more ex-

pensive pieces such as the feedline, antennas, filtering 

and duplexing as well as the VHF high power amps 

were all worth working with.  We decided that we 

would not make a substantial investment into new 

equipment just for our Colden site since we did not 

consider it our primary club repeater system.  The 

Hamburg site serves this purpose and has our state of 

the art equipment and internet connectivity which will 

not be the case at the Colden location.  The final deci-

(Continued on page 4) 
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sion was made that we would rebuild a functional sys-

tem at Colden and take advantage of the great loca-

tion for coverage.  Whatever we would do, we would 

need to make sure that we didn’t mess up the Ham-

burg repeater systems operation and coverage. 

The first investigation we did was doing thorough RF 

coverage studies for each repeater location for both 

VHF and UHF frequency footprints.  As I started on 

the electronics work I enlisted from a friend, Mike 

Fetto, KB2FX, to start looking at the coverage maps.  

Using our antenna sweep data that we collected at an 

earlier time we estimated the power, loss and gain 

budgets that we would get from our equipment and he 

began doing some extensive RF coverage modeling.  

We reviewed several scenarios using RF propagation 

analysis software.  The results from these coverage 

studies are what we used to lead us down the path for 

our decision on how we would make the best use of our 

repeater equipment. 

The best coverage scenario was to deploy the Ham-

burg repeater location for UHF and the Colden re-

peater location for VHF.  The use of VHF at the Cold-

en site cannot be beat by anything the Hamburg loca-

tion has to offer.  VHF propagation lends itself well to 

cover the terrain around the Colden site and the foot-

print is tremendous covering north and east.  The 

Hamburg repeater does a great job south and west of 

the areas that the Colden signal is shadowed by. Take 

a look at the propagation studies shown in figures 1 

and 2.  

Whether Hamburg is used as VHF or UHF the radia-

tion pattern is very similar.  This works out perfect 

for us.  We can’t use VHF at both sites simultaneously.  

The perfect setup is for us to deploy a linked system 

which can tie the coverage areas together and pro-

duce an outstanding RF signal footprint for our club.   

The new system will be called the:  

”WB2ELW STAR-link Repeater System”. 

 

(Continued from page 3) 

 
(Continued on page 5) 

Figure 1:  

RF Coverage Area Expected from the Colden 

Site at VHF 

Figure 2:  

RF Coverage Area Expected from the Hamburg 

Site at UHF 
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Figure 3 

The New Colden Repeater 

Let’s Talk About the New Colden Machine: 

The new machine that we constructed for the Colden site is much smaller than the old system that was out there 

for many years.  We have built everything into a single 5 foot tall 19” rack-mount cabinet.  Figure 3 shows a pic-

ture of the completed machine.  

(Continued from page 4) 
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VHF Power Amp 

VHF Repeater 

Power Supplies 

Controller & IDer 

VHF Duplexer and 

Transmit filtering 

UHF Filtering 

UHF TX/RX Link 

The main system components are: 

VHF repeater   (Kenwood) UHF control receiver  (Motorola) 

VHF power amp (Mirage) UHF filtering  (RFS Systems) 

VHF preamp  (TX RX Systems) Repeater control unit  (ICS- Linker II) 

VHF duplexer (TX RX Systems) Voice ID and control module (Home brew) 

UHF link transmitters and receivers (Motorola)  

 

(Refer to figure 4.) 

Figure 4 

Main Component Breakdown 
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Audio  

Attenuator 

Power  

Supply 

Voice Memory 

Modules 

Modified 

Linker IIa 

Voice  

Controller 

The new system is configured to have a main VHF out-

put with UHF link control.  The VHF repeater subsys-

tem is a commercial Kenwood TKR-720 system which is 

a solid performer with great receiver sensitivity.  This 

is setup to drive the high power Mirage amplifier.  We 

have measured the transmitter power out of the cabi-

net port to the main feedline at Colden to be 110W or 

about 50.4 dBm.  The feedline loss is low and the an-

tenna produces a little bit of gain so we will have a 

nice effective radiated power output.  To keep the 

receiver sensitivity balanced with transmit coverage 

footprint we have a preamp that can be installed and 

adjusted as may be required when we continue to opti-

mize the system. 

The UHF subsystem is comprised of Motorola M120 

commercial UHF 2-way radios.  The UHF link transmit-

ter is setup for low power (about 10W) and this will be 

setup to establish a reliable link to our Hamburg UHF 

(Continued from page 6) repeater system.   

The controller manages the VHF and UHF subsystems 

and handles all the basic repeater functions as well as 

the link control.  The controller is based on a modified 

Linker IIa from ICS.  The only functionality we need 

is basic repeater and link control and we wanted a 

more reliable situation than we had before so the 

Linker from ICS is a great solution.  We really can’t do 

anything too fancy at the Colden site anyway since we 

have no internet access, so the functionality we get 

from this controller is good.  As Hams always do, I 

have added some homebrew touches, of voice ID and 

talkback test features.  I also included several indica-

tors on the front panel to make on-site troubleshoot-

ing easier.  We have also deployed courtesy tones and 

CW in addition to the voice ID.  Refer to figure 5, a 

top view of repeater control shelf and figure 6 for 

the front panel view. 

(Continued on page 8) 

Figure 5 

Repeater Controller (Top View) 

Figure 6 

Repeater Controller (Front View) 
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How does it all tie together? 

The Colden VHF system is connected to the Hamburg UHF site with a half-duplex UHF transmit/receive link ra-

dio subsystem.  There is also a secondary UHF control channel as well for remote repeater control and commis-

sioning.  VHF in Colden and UHF in Hamburg, operate as independent autonomous repeater systems.  They use 

CTCSS tone control (ie PL) for operation.  The uplink and downlink frequencies for each system are the WB2ELW 

licensed repeater frequency pairs.  The Colden VHF system transmits on 147.090 MHz and receives on 147.690 

MHz.  It utilizes a PL tone of 107.2Hz for tone squelch.  The Hamburg UHF system transmits on 442.325 MHz 

and receives on 447.325 MHz and it utilizes a PL tone of 88.5 Hz for tone squelch.  The VHF and UHF coverage 

zones have an overlapping region.  An overview of the system is shown on figure 6 below.   

(Continued from page 7) 

How do I use this new system? 

As mentioned earlier the STAR-link repeater system combines the capabilities of the Hamburg location as UHF 

and the Colden location as VHF.  A user has the ability to uplink into either system and talk to anyone on either 

system.  There is an area where you can use either of UHF or VHF due to the coverage overlap.  If you are using 

a dual band radio you can set it up so you can quickly decide on which is the better repeater for you to transmit 

into as your location changes, and switch back and forth at any time while you continue your QSO.  To use the 

VHF repeater system you will listen on 147.090 MHz and set your radio to transmit on 147.690 MHz using a PL 

tone of 107.2 Hz.  To use the UHF repeater system you will listen on 442.325 MHz and set your radio to transmit 

on 447.325 MHz using a PL tone of 88.5 Hz.  If you want to you can program each of these into your mobile or HT 

(Continued on page 9) 

Figure 6:  STAR-link Repeater System 
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The generator backup circuit 

as two different memories.  Then you can easily 

switch between the two at anytime.  The person you 

are conducting a QSO with would not be affected.   

If you’re listening and wonder which signals are which, 

there are two different courtesy tones which indicate 

what repeater the ham operator is using on a particu-

lar transmission.  When the STAR-link repeater sys-

tem is in normal operation the VHF system the courte-

sy tone is “Dit, Dah, Dah” (CW for letter W).  The 

UHF transmission courtesy tone is: “Dah, Dit, 

Dit” (CW for letter D).  When listening to the repeat-

er system transmissions this will give you an idea who 

is talking on the repeater to which you are listening.  

I hope this has been a good overview of the new sys-

tem and its basic operation.  I wish that all STARS 

members can enjoy the use of new system.  It has 

been a long time coming and our hard work is just be-

ginning to pay off.  Thanks to all who have helped with 

the work on this project.  Special thanks goes to Mike 

Fetto, KB2FX, for help with the coverage studies, 

work in my garage testing the system and helping with 

the install on the frigid January day out in Colden.  

Also thanks to Mike Chmiel, KC2VWF, station engineer 

at WIVB/WNLO-TV for his support to us at the Cold-

en radio site each time. 

 

(Continued from page 8) Some information about the Colden site: 

The site is located in Colden New York at Latitude: 42

-39-33.0 N, Longitude: 78-37-32.0 W.  The elevation 

at this location is 1640 feet above sea level.  The tow-

er site was first used in 1948 by the ‘Buffalo Evening 

News’ as the main broadcast tower for channel 4, the 

former WBEN-TV.  There are two towers on the site; 

a newer tower, and the older original 1948 structure.  

The new tower is a 1056 feet guyed steel mast tower 

and was constructed for WIVB-TV.   

The WIVB-TV Tower is one of the oldest, super-tall 

television masts in the United States.  All added up, 

its elevation above sea level clocks in at 2696 feet.  

WIVB vacated the tower site and moved to Grand Is-

land in April 2018 when it entered into a channel shar-

ing agreement with sister station WNLO.  WIVB vol-

untarily sold its standalone digital channel allocation in 

the broadcast spectrum auction to help free up spec-

trum to be used for next gen wireless technology.  

The tower continues to be used by WTSS (102.5, the 

former WBEN-FM) for radio broadcasting.  

We are allowed to share some space in the equipment 

shelter and have a dedicated power backup circuit 

from the generator located on site.  The WB2ELW 

repeater antennas are about 40 feet above ground and 

measure in at 1680 feet above sea level  It’s a great 

site location for STARS. 

https://www.revolvy.com/page/The-Buffalo-News
https://www.revolvy.com/page/The-Buffalo-News
https://www.revolvy.com/page/Guyed-mast
https://www.revolvy.com/page/WTSS
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WB2ELW 

UHF Antenna  

WB2ELW VHF 

Antenna  

Original WBEN-TV 

tower constructed 

in 1948 

WTSS-FM Tower 

(formerly WIVB-

TV) 1056 feet tall 

A chilled 

KB2FX  

Here are some pictures of the Colden site installation 
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The New Colden Repeater 

Ken Pokigo, KC2AYK and Mike Fetto, KB2FX after finishing installation 

The New Colden Repeater 
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Mike Chmiel, KC2VWF 

Mike, KB2FX, getting 

dirty 

The radio equipment Mike, KB2FX,  

inspecting 

The main feedlines 
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2019 STARS MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL 

CALL SIGN __________________ LICENSE CLASS ______________ 

NAME  ____________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS ____________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________ 

PHONE ____________________________________________________ 

E-mail address  ____________________________________________________ 

Are you a member of ARRL? YES NO (circle one) 

Do you want to receive your Telstar  by email? YES NO (circle one) 

 If no, please include $15 additional to cover the cost of printing and postage 

FOR FAMILY MEMBERSHIPS:  Additional Names and Calls 

CALL__________ NAME ____________________________  CLASS ____________ 

CALL__________ NAME ____________________________  CLASS ____________ 

CALL__________ NAME ____________________________  CLASS ____________ 

DUES: STARS Annual dues payable by January 1 

 SINGLE $24 

 FAMILY $27 

 STUDENT (through Grade 12) $8 

RETURN COMPLETED FORM AND DUES TO: PATRICK GROOM    KC2VWG 

(MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO STARS) 4320 SALEM DR 

 BLASDELL NY  14219-1039 


